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both men and women, sketched around Toronto, in the surrounding villages, 
and as far afield as Niagara and Quebec City. As most of the members 
worked in commercial design or publishing, the annual exhibitions of the 
year’s work included drawings contributed to publications as well as nega- 
tives, printing blocks, and proofs illustrating the various processes of graphic 
reproduction. 

The first calendar for , issued in December , comprised a twenty-
four page booklet with a lithographed cover by A.H. Howard in pale blue 
and gold, twelve pages of drawings with four calendars of three months 
each [], and illustrations of the Canadian seasons with verses by Canadian 
writers on the opposite page. The small, chapbook format (. × . cm) 
was meant to be read rather than hung on the wall, and included a calendar 
of Christian feast days and festivals of the patron saints of the British Isles []. 
League members Fred Brigden and W.W. Alexander provided the engrav-
ing and lithography through their respective firms, the Toronto Engraving 
Co. and Alexander & Cable Co. There was no remuneration for any of 
the contributors, consistent with the League’s motto, Non clamor sed amor 
(Not for fame but for love), that graced the covers of all the calendars. 

The calendars from  to  followed a similar format, with Howard’s 
decorative, coloured wraparound covers [], title pages, and a centre spread 
for the summer months []. Black-and-white illustrations on Canadian 
themes were combined with verses by Canadian authors [, ]. The pen- 
and-ink drawings of stump fields, snake fences, lakes, and canals of old 
Ontario and the markets and ramparts of Quebec City are the most effec- 
tive and immediate, whereas the wash drawings reproduced as muddy 
and grey.  

Published by the newly renamed Toronto Art League, the calendars from 
 to  were more ambitious and more original in their designs. The 
covers by R. Weir Crouch [] were printed in a variety of colours and the 
illustrations in a rich black or red and black. The  and  publica-
tions included two six-month calendars to be hung horizontally. Designed 
by C.W. Jefferys [], the six-month calendars for  were ornamented 
with antique military, agricultural, and domestic objects and those for , 
by Robert Holmes and Jefferys, with agricultural activities. The monthly 
calendars for  were paired with illustrations of historic themes [] and 
those for , with depictions of farm life [], emphasizing the settlement 
of the land and rural life.

The  calendar contrasted the past and present, with “Notes and pictured 
things suggesting the impress of the century on the land and its people,” 
the historic information derived from George Johnson’s Alphabet of First 
Things in Canada: A Ready Reference Book of Canadian Events. Historic 
dates, a snow-covered pine bough, and an aurora borealis of  decorate 
Jefferys’ calendar for January, while on the opposite page linemen string 
wires on the electricity and telephone poles leading to a northern Ontario 
mine in  [].

The  and  calendars were published as horizontal albums with 
vertical covers by R. Weir Crouch. While the monthly calendars for 
 were superbly framed by seasonal rural landscapes and paired with 
drawings of village life in Ontario and Quebec [, ], the calendar for 
the following year, “Canadian Sports & Pastimes,” consisted of only 
twenty pages with the largely figurative illustrations, framed with arboreal 
and floral decorative motifs, poorly lithographed in blue and brown []. 
The mediocre illustrations confirm the strength of the League artists in 
landscape and decorative design rather than figurative work. 

A new format was adopted for the  and  calendars, which were 
published for the League by the Musson Book Company: larger, vertical 
card covers by R. Weir Crouch in a somewhat art nouveau design (as 
was the cover for ) protected the inside leaves, which, save for the 
title pages, were intended to be displayed horizontally and hung by a 
recently patented device. Each monthly calendar was paired with an 
appropriate illustration below. A.A. Martin’s February  calendar on 
“some pictured aspects of Canadian cities” is framed by potted plants on 
a windowsill with a prairie landscape dotted with grazing cattle visible 
through the windowpanes – all printed in black and orange. Below is a 
view of Calgary’s Stephen Avenue by C.W. Jefferys []. Martin’s  
November–December calendar on “some of the characteristic landscape 
features of Canada” depicts snow-covered branches and logs printed in 
black and pale yellow and is paired with a winter logging scene in 
David F. Thomson’s The New North [].

Jefferys later wrote about the calendars: “Our venture was a sort of 
forlorn hope, it passed almost unnoticed, it stirred no controversy. 
Perhaps we were but mildly revolutionary, perhaps our public was too 
apathetic or indifferent. We had not the stimulus of opposition. We 
might have lived through a storm of denunciation, might even have 
thrived on it; as it was we died of asphyxiation.” It would be a subse-
quent generation, formed within the context of the League, that would 
carry on the interest in “outdoor sketching … among the artists 
employed in the commercial studios,” as Brigden later asserted. J.E.H. 
MacDonald contributed one design to the  League calendar [], 
and he in turn encouraged the strong native outlook and interest in the 
north evident in the future work of Tom Thomson and his colleagues 
at Grip Ltd. The history of the nascent Group of Seven that thrived 
in opposition found its roots in the calendars of the Toronto Art 
Students’ League.

Charles C. Hill
Curator of Canadian Art
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Charles C. Hill
Curator of Canadian Art
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